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On a visit to Don's Safari, the students in class 2B attempt to find a missing hippopotamus.
Meet Myron: a third-grade detective who loves logic, facts, and solving mysteries. He doesnot
love new things. Unfortunately, everything is new this year: Myron has a new baby sister, his
family has moved across town, and now he's starting his first day at a new school. But when the
school kitchen is burgled, leaving the morning snacks nowhere to be found, Myron gets his chance
to crack the case with help from his classmates from Resource Room 15. Myron's unique
perspective from the autism spectrum makes him a top-notch sleuth. Similarly, the other kids in
his resource room demonstrate creative problem solving and unique talents that come in handy for
the case. Together with his detective partner, the hyper-energetic Hajrah, and tech-savvy
Danielle, known as Glitch,” Myron gets to the bottom of the mystery all while trying to avoid
the school bully, Sarah Smasher” McGuintley, who's intent on sabotaging their efforts. Black-andwhite spot illustrations accompany the text in this fun and accessible page-turner for
independent readers.
"In graphic novel format, follows the adventures of Max Axiom as he explains the science behind
sound"--Provided by publisher.
Paisley I met Liam when I was sixteen years old. There was something about him that tempted me
to break all the rules. I was enthralled by his bad boy ways, but I knew there was so much more
to him—a side of Liam that he didn’t allow people to see. Little did I know, he’d save me on
what could’ve been the worst day of my life. At that point, there was no going back. He was my
everything. I felt safe in his arms. Until someone tried to kill me. Liam I was only seventeen
years old when I met Paisley, and I haven’t been able to keep my eyes off her ever since. She
was everything I wasn’t, but that didn’t stop me from wanting her, from making her mine. I’d
love and protect her with my life. The cartel started gunning for her, and that was the worst
decision they could have made. They’ll never know what hit them... Me.
Fantasy Adventure (Kids Illustrated Books, Children's Books Ages 4-8, Bedtime Stories, Early
Learning, Marine Life, SHARKS)
The Shocking World of Electricity with Max Axiom, Super Scientist
The Japanese Corpse
What I Can Do
Panama Adventure Guide
Burn - Brothers of Ink and Steel Liam Knight, a sexy panty-melting, hard-bodied streetfighter and renowned tattoo artist,
is rising up the ranks of the UFC Middleweight Division, but he's about to get knocked out by his past. Quinn Kelley is a
semester away from becoming a college graduate when her mother's death sends her spiraling, forcing her to go back to
her hometown and a past she can't outrun. Nearly a decade ago, Liam and Quinn fell in love while surviving on the city
streets together, but they were torn apart by one irreversible night. Now each has moved forward without the other, but
like a tattoo on the heart, absolute love creates a lasting burn. Quinn has kept a tight rein on her emotions, but with the
passing of her mother, the foundation she's built begins to crack. Will seeing Liam again crumble her fortress to the
ground, uncovering the flame that still burns? Or will it extinguish the fire forever? Liam's tough exterior and resentful
demeanor hides more than a wounded heart. He's tormented by guilt over what happened to Quinn-and the secret he
kept, even from her. But revealing his secrets would require unearthing the all-consuming monster he keeps caged in the
darkest part of his soul, the one that threatens to devour him. When they're given a second chance, will they let go of
their fear and pride and let the flame between them become one? Or will the heat burn them both? Burn is a stand alone,
HEA and book two in the Brothers of Ink and Steel series. Burn contains mature content intended for readers 18 + Allie
Juliette Mousseau USA Today Bestselling Author Newsletter/Website: www.alliejuliettemousseau.com Facebook: http:
//smarturl.it/AllieJulietteFBPage Amazon Author Page: http: //smarturl.it/AllieJulietteAmazon Goodreads: https:
//www.goodreads.com/author/show/7809670.Allie_Juliette_Mousseau Pinterest: http: //www.pinterest.com/alliejuliette/
Tumblr: http: //alliejulietteauthor.tumblr.com/ Instagram: http: //instagram.com/alliejulietteauthor Twitter: https:
//twitter.com/alliejuliett
Steamy romance sizzles between a resurrected earl and his repentant bride in USA TODAY bestselling author Meredith
Duran's latest historical romance. Back from the dead, an earl seeks vengeance... Liam Devaliant, Lord Lockwood, was
born into a charmed life. Charismatic, powerful, and wild, he had the world at his feet—and one woman as his aim. His
wedding to Anna was meant to be his greatest triumph. Instead, in a single moment, a wicked conspiracy robbed him of
his future and freedom. ...but will his long-lost countess pay the price? Four years later, Liam has returned from death
with plans for revenge. Standing in his way, though, is his long-absent bride. Once, he adored Anna's courage. Now it
seems like a curse, for Anna refuses to fear or forget him. If she can't win back Liam's love, then she means at least to
save his soul...no matter the cost.
Liam has always felt a bit like he's stuck between two worlds. This isprimarily because he's a twelve-year-old kid who
looks like he's about thirty. Sometimes it's not so bad, like when his new principal mistakes him for a teacher on the first
day of school or when he convinces a car dealer to let him take a Porsche out on a test drive. But mostly it's just
frustrating, being a kid trapped in an adult world. And so he decides to flip things around. Liam cons his way onto the
first spaceship to take civilians into space, a special flight for a group of kids and an adult chaperone, and he is going as
the adult chaperone. It's not long before Liam, along with his friends, is stuck between two worlds again—only this time
he's 239,000 miles from home. Frank Cottrell Boyce, author of Millions and Framed, brings us a funny and touching story
of the many ways in which grown-upness is truly wasted on grown-ups.
Rip Haywire thinks he's got it made. Instead of going to bed early, doing fractions and eating Brussels sprouts, he gets to
accompany his soldier-of fortune dad on laughably dangerous international missions. He's the only 12-year-old in the
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world with a working knowledge of the Seven Most Common Booby Traps Used by Ancient Civilizations to Protect Their
Precious Treasures. It sure beats school, right? But Rip's life is about to change when his dad, in a sudden fit of
responsibility, assigns Rip his toughest mission yet: a historically all-girls summer camp. Will Rip learn how to get along
with his feminine camp mates, most of whom have never even seen a flame thrower, let alone used one to fend off a pack
of rabid hyenas? Can Rip solve the mysteries that surround the camp and one intriguing girl in particular? Readers will
follow Rip's misadventures in his whimsically illustrated journal, helping him to solve puzzles and beat the bad guys, as
he learns that friendship can be more valuable than ancient treasure, and more powerful than a well-placed land mine.
Montana Mavericks 20th Anniversary Box Set 1
A Tale of the Wide-Awake Princess
Touch the Devil
Life According to Liam
That's Not a Hippopotamus!

Have you ever felt like there was an angel watching over you? Follow Annie's adventures in
Heaven as she watches over her family and shows her little brother Liam that love really does
last forever, no matter how far away you may be.
Join Max Axiom as he examines the life-sustaining process of photosynthesis and the
relationship between plants and energy on Earth. Young readers will dig into the mysteries of
one of nature's coolest secrets! Download the free Capstone 4D app for an augmented reality
experience that goes beyond the printed page. Videos, writing prompts, discussion questions,
and hands-on activities make this updated edition come alive and keep your collection current.
Have you ever felt like an angel is watching over you? Follow Annie on her adventures in
Heaven as she watches over her family and shows her little brother Liam that love really does
last forever, no matter how far away you are. This coloring/activity book is a companion to the
children's story book, Adventures with Annie.
Follows the adventures of Max Axiom as he explains the science behind photosynthesis.
Written in graphic-novel format.
Power Play
An Anthology
Liam
The Adventures of Super Liam
The Case of the Snack Snatcher
What do you want to do this summer? What do you want to be when you grow up? Dream big, have fun,
and write and illustrate your own story here on the pages of your very own book! Featuring the
illustrations of Civin Media Relations artists Jason Boucher (A Cup of Kindness and the Different Just
Like Us coloring book), Archangelo Crelencia (BElieve in YOUrself! and Running with Reed: Be a Better
Somebody), Jason Cheeseman-Meyer (A Chance to Dance: Singing in the Rain) and Jessica Reber (The
Adventures of Super Liam), this book will help your little ones to imagine all the possibilities as they
color, write, draw, and play games. Start your summer vacation with big dreams - there's no limit to
what you can do!
Devin and Nadia team up with Bounce, Pema and Marcus as they all travel to Northern Ontario to watch
their parents present to the Summit of World Leaders. A swarm of politicians, lobbyists, corporate
bosses and protestors have all converged on the summit to get their messages heard. A tragic accident
just hours before their parents' presentation plunges the kids into their biggest mystery yet and sets
them on the trail of a murderer bent on stopping their parents' controversial message from being heard.
It's a fight against the planet's power players as the kids dive into the world of politics, uncovering how
government works, the history of democracy, the influence of lobbyists and corporations on politicians
and the potential of civil society to change it all.
I am the travel editor for a national travel magazine and have recently had the priviledge of using
Patricia Katzmans excellent guide book to Panama. First, the cover is outstanding, one of the best I have
seen. I loved all the pictures...they added so much. Second, the print is readable. Third, and most
important, I found this guide to be extremely helpful to the average tourist planning a trip. The various
areas and activities and the way to reach each destination were well researched. I consider many guide
books to be useful only to those who know exactly where they are going (probably with.
The hero of The Eagle Has Landed returns in a Cold War adventure that pits two IRA veterans against a
ruthless mercenary whose only ideology is greed. Terrorist-for-hire Frank Barry has been wreaking
havoc in Germany and France, with backing from the KGB. His next mission might be his deadliest, as
Barry plans to steal a state-of-the-art missile and sell it to the highest bidder. Only Barry’s longtime
rivals, retired IRA gunman Liam Devlin and his ally Martin Brosnan, can prevent the missile from falling
into the wrong hands. But first Devlin must stage a thrilling jailbreak to free Brosnan before the men set
off on a gripping race against the clock to eliminate Barry and his reign of terror. From the New York
Times–bestselling author of Rain on the Dead, Eye of the Storm, and countless other action-packed
thrillers, this is an “exciting and believable” journey into the dangerous world of spies, assassins, and
soldiers of fortune (The New York Times).
Cowboy Pug
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4D an Augmented Reading Science Experience
Liam Shark Boy
The Adventures of Super Liam! ... on His Quest to Stop Sucking His Thumb
Chicago Speech Therapy Presents
A beautiful Eurasian waitress employed at Amsterdam's most elegant Japanese restaurant reports that her boyfriend, a Japanese art
dealer, is missing. The police search throughout The Netherlands and finally locate a corpse. But to find the killer, the commissaris and
de Geir must go to Japan and match wits with a yakuza chieftain in his lair. This is the fifth novel in the Amsterdam Cops series.
Devin, Nadia and Marcus are on their way to visit their environmentalist parents who are working to stop a logging company from
clear-cutting a remote valley. When their plane crashes and the pilot is killed, the kids are left to survive in the wild with Wiley, a
government bureaucrat, who is the only other passenger on the plane. Learning to build a shelter and make a fire in the woods, they
discover that Wiley is working with the logging company and will do anything to stop the secret getting out. On the run and in mortal
danger, the three must outrun Wiley, escape a raging forest fire and outwit a hungry grizzly bear to make it to safety. Combining pulsepounding adventure and survival skills in a colorful graphic novel format, Graphic Guides are sure to be a hit with young readers.
Wild Ride is packed with survival tips including how to build a fire and set a broken limb.
Now in paperback, the fifth book in the wildly popular Wide-Awake Princess series is brimming with E. D. Baker's signature fantasy,
humor, and unique spin on fairy-tales.
Meet the brilliant, the wonderful, the courageous ... Cowboy Pug! The second book in a joyful new illustrated series for fans of Claude
and Squishy McFluff. Pug and his faithful companion, Lady Miranda, are going to be cowboys for the day – and first of all they're
going horsetrading! But with their noble steed Horsey safely acquired, it's not long before they find themselves on the wrong side of the
law. Can Pug the reluctant hero overcome his fears and save the day once more?
Burn
Wild Ride
The World of Food Chains with Max Axiom, Super Scientist
The Adventures of Super Liam Coloring Book
Understanding Photosynthesis with Max Axiom Super Scientist
Every child deserves the love of a forever family! Follow The Adventures of Super Liam, from the day he comes to stay with the Merideth
family through his adoption and their celebration of his short but very special time on Earth. This is the true story of the little boy who captured
the hearts of 40,000 runners and buddies from all over the world with just a smile and a sign to share his superpower - love. Liam and the rest
of the Merideths will show you that every life, no matter how short, has meaning and purpose, and that family really means forever.
Science teacher, Max Axiom, developed superpowers in a freak accident and now he uses them in his teaching. He explains the food chain
and shrinks to the size of small animals to demonstate how it works.
There's always that chance that your heart's desire is one click away.Someone needs to pinch web designer/humor blogger/Pittsburgh
Ravens mega fan Mike Kneller. Hard. For years, Mike has been living his life for his younger sister Kelly and his four-year-old nephew Liam.
He'd opened up his home to Kelly when she found herself pregnant at sixteen and facing having a baby alone. Sure, his days are filled with
skinned knees, snotty noses, and the occasional mishap with stuffed superheroes, but he's perfectly happy because he loves Liam as much
as he loves his baby sister. Giving up a social life and going to bed alone is a small price to pay. Little does he know that someone on the
Ravens is about to show Ravens goalie Bryn Mettler one of his vlog posts. Of course he's not going to believe it when his phone rings and
the world-famous netminder-and his goalie crush-is on the other end. I mean, life doesn't work that way for ordinary, hardworking uncles like
Mike. Does it?Bryn Mettler is a superstar athlete and a major part of the Pittsburgh sports society. He seems to have it all. He's well-dressed,
handsome, wealthy, an elite goaltender, a famed philanthropist, and the holder of numerous medals and trophies. To date, there are two
things that have avoided him: lifting that big shiny silver cup over his head and finding a man to settle down with. Now that he's over thirty,
Bryn is finding the gay club scene is wearing thin. His teammates' wives have decided it's their duty to the team-and to Bryn-to find him Mr.
Right. He's relatively sure the man who'll capture his heart surely won't be found on a humor blog. Funny how life likes to take the things that
you're most certain about and flip them-and you-on its ear. When Bryn meets Mike, he is instantly drawn to the warm, funny, sexy man who
shares his hectic days with thousands of Pittsburgh natives. Now he just has to convince Mike he is who he says he is so he can get to know
him better. Thankfully, Bryn isn't a quitter. But does he have what it takes to leap into life with Mike, Kelly, and Liam?
In this illustrated middle-grade novel and second book in the Tank & Fizz series, a goblin detective and a technology-tinkering troll must
dodge battle bots and spellbooks to prevent the return of an ancient demon.
Li'l Rip Haywire Adventures: Escape from Camp Cooties
The Adventures of Super Liam - 2nd Edition
Adventures with Annie Coloring Book
Democracy
Princess Between Worlds

Winston the dachshund enjoys a special day out in the city with his owner Hillary and describes
the many sights and smells he encounters. Includes pet health and safety tips.
LIAM THE LEPRECHAUN is a tale about one of Ireland’s mythic “Little People” who is all of that
and more. Liam feels he lives an almost invisible life in the village of Shillelagh and decides
to do something about that. After visiting the wisest of all leprechauns, O’Hoolihan, Liam takes
to heart Hooley’s advice and his life as well as himself begins to change. Liam the Leprechaun
is a simple tale, with lessons to be learned, for children everywhere, including the child in
every adult.
Get lassoed by love in three reader-favorite Montana Maverick tales! Million-Dollar Maverick The
odds of finding your perfect partner or hitting the lottery are slim. Nate Crawford just did
both, but is hiding it. He’s also keeping a big secret from his new girlfriend, nurse Callie
Kennedy—and it could be a game changer. What will she do when she learns her “regular guy”
boyfriend is a maverick millionaire? From Maverick to Daddy Eight-year-old Lily has charmed
everyone in town….even curmudgeonly cowboy Caleb Dalton. Or could Caleb’s real interest lie in
Lily’s adoptive mom, Mallory Franklin? It’s hard to fathom that Mallory would date a playboy,
but Lily insists the two are the perfect couple. Stay tuned to see if she can lead them down the
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aisle! Maverick for Hire Carpenter Nick Pritchett is great with a hammer and popular with the
ladies. Maybe a bit too popular, if you ask his best bud, Cecelia Clifton! She came to town
looking for love. Nick is convinced he can help if she follows his instructions, but the only
man he finds good enough for his childhood pal is…himself! Can Nick convince Cecelia that he’s
the man for her?
Every child deserves the love of a forever family! Follow The Adventures of Super Liam in this
coloring/activity book based on the story. Learn medical terms and sign language, even draw and
write about your own adventures! There's something for everyone in this very special
coloring/activity book. It's a great tool for building awareness, understanding, and acceptance
of people with disabilities, and it teaches that every life has meaning and value, no matter how
short it may be. Open your heart to the special love of Liam and his forever family!
The Sins of Lord Lockwood
Cosmic
Adventure Guide
Adventures in Sound with Max Axiom, Super Scientist
A Graphic Guide Adventure

"In political cartoon format, explains the origins of democracy, its spread throughout the world, and its role in United States
government and society"--T.p. verso.
A digital solution for your classroom with features created with teachers and students in mind: * Perpetual license * 24 hour, 7
days a week access * No limit to the number of students accessing one title at a time * Provides a School to Home connection
wherever internet is available * Easy to use * Ability to turn audio on and off * Words highlighted to match audio Follows the
adventures of Max Axiom as he explains the science behind food chains. Written in graphic-novel format.
A detailed guide to every aspect of the destination: history, culture, foods, restaurants, hotels, sightseeing, things to do - written by
an author who knows the place intimately.
In graphic novel format, follows the adventures of Max Axiom as he explains the science behind electricity.
Adventures with Annie
Panam?a
My Grandpa Star
Red Scare: A Graphic Novel
Winston in the City
The third book from Amazon #1 Best Seller, Liam Murphy! Watch the trailer for My Grandpa Star here: https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAx1flhW2N0 Aidan's Grandpa has lived his life and had lots and lots of fun, and
now it's time for him to travel into the sky and live beside the sun. Join Aidan in this rhyming adventure story as
he learns an important lesson; those we love never truly leave us, and we keep them in our hearts wherever we
go. My Grandpa Star aims to educate children on loss, whilst filling them with the hope and comfort that our loved
ones remain with us and watch over us in all of life's adventures.
A page-turning sci-fi adventure set in 1953, featuring a clever girl who, against all odds, must outsmart bullies, the
FBI, and alien invaders during the height of the communist Red Scare. The New York Times Book Review calls Red
Scare a “masterly graphic novel debut... tightly wrought, intense, unpredictable... breathtaking action
sequences... pacing is remarkable... a virtuosic performance.” "Red Scare is a brilliant, fast-paced adventure.
Action, history, and a tiny bit of fantasy collide in eye-popping panels, loaded with heart." -- Max Brallier, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Last Kids on Earth series Peggy is scared: She's struggling to recover from
polio and needs crutches to walk, and she and her neighbors are worried about the rumors of Communist spies
doing bad things. On top of all that, Peggy has a hard time at school, and gets taunted by her classmates. When
she finds a mysterious artifact that gives her the ability to fly, she thinks it's the solution to all her problems. But if
Peggy wants to keep it, she'll have to overcome bullies, outsmart FBI agents, and escape from some very strange
spies!
Four-and-a-half-year-old Liam loves all Marine Creatures, but particularly SHARKS. Liam's fantasy is to be able to
embark on underwater ocean adventures and talk to Sharks. One sunny day, when he goes fishing with his Dad,
he meets Dearborn, a Great Whale Shark. To Liam's great surprise his eyes begin to shine with amazing magical
beams, which enables him to talk to Dearborn! The Big Shark tells him he is a special Shark Boy and they have
been waiting for him to come to their world. Together with his Granddad, Liam embarks on a Marvelous Adventure
full of fun in the Deep Sea, with Goutomi the Japanese Stingray, Maximillian Forbes, the very posh Lion Fish and
Pufferbee the little Prickle Puffer-fish! An exciting, adventure bedtime story book for children ages 4 to 8 who love
marine life. This beautifully illustrated book about a Shark is the first in the series of Liam Shark Boy's adventures.
The pictures of fish and the ocean animals teach curious children about the habits of the sea animals in a fun way.
Brian Read Healthy Mum's Magazine 5-star rating 30/10/19 Liam Shark Boy Review by Brian R. on 30 Oct 2019
Book Style: Toddler and Kids Story book Reading Level: 3 (Reading Alone due to: Length of book and some
descriptive vocabulary) Reading Length: 10-15 minutes (FYI - we never account for toddler questions) Illustration:
Fun, cartoonish, cute Age Target: 1-8 Years of Age When reviewing this book, I was concerned about the sheer
length of the story. However, as I got into the story, I found that the author had presented the story in beautifully
constructed stand-alone segments. Those segments make it incredibly easy to read this book with a toddler, as
it's just like a new story (with the same characters) every couple of pages. What's more, the book appears long
(with 48 pages), but the font is large, and the illustrations provide interesting pauses for the young reader. What
you're left with is a book that's really well written for toddlers and children alike. Brian Read - Children's Books
There are several things to be impressed with in Liam Shark Boy. One of my favorite things about the book was
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the fact that...it was filled with facts! There are easy 2-3 facts per page that I, as a parent, learned during the
story. What's more, I know my child was learning 5-6 things per page and enjoying the in-depth knowledge he was
gaining about the ocean and sea life in general. Another thing that I loved about the book was just how specific
everything was. For example, it wasn't just a boat that Liam went on with his father. No, it was a Kingfisher
Offshore boat. We weren't just talking about a Porcupine Puffer Fish (and his family), we were talking about
Pufferbee and Pufferbee's grandfather, Grandpuff. It's this specificity that really helps with retention in toddlers,
and I loved how this story was so intentional in its inclusion of specifics. I think it's obvious from my review
(above) that I really enjoyed Liam Shark Boy. Not only that, but my little boy enjoyed it just as much as I did, and
isn't that what's important? He loved the magical story, the fact that Liam had super powers, and he loved all of
the facts about the oceans and sea life. What's more, the story has been awarded a 2016 eLit Award in the
Children's Books section, which should tell you all you need to know.
When an adorable force meets an irresistible object they might just fall in love. Miles Studies astrophysics? Check.
Loves Star Wars? Check. Still a virgin at twenty-one with zero experience in real life? Double-check. I didn't want
any fanfare around my twenty-first birthday. But when a series of unfortunate accidents confirming Ramsey's
rules of randomness takes place right in front of my eyes, I find myself dancing with the hottest, most popular jock
on campus. Liam makes me feel special. He makes this night one to remember. He becomes the very first boy I
ever kissed. Except it's all a charade. He's just making his crazy ex-girlfriend crazier and I'm happy to play along.
Call it a kissing practice. But when the door is closed and his ex isn't around to see us, are we still faking it? Or are
we the crazy ones? Liam Am I going through one helluva breakup? Yes I am. Am I coping with it by dancing with
the first guy who accidentally pissed my ex off? You bet I am. Hayley and I were supposed to spend our lives
together. Well, that was the plan until she changed the plan. She's now hooking up with some random caveman
and I'll be damned if I'm just going to stand here and watch. Oops, the nerd just kissed me; and you can bet your
life I kissed him back. Now she knows what it feels like. And I discover it feels way better than I expected. The Two
Stars Collision is the third book in the College Boys of New Haven series, but it fully works as a standalone. If this
is your first encounter with the series, feel free to start here! You will find a nerd/jock pair, opposites attract, gay
for you, and a happily ever after.
Tank & Fizz: The Case of the Battling Bots
An Augmented Reading Science Experience
LIAM THE LEPRECHAUN
Understanding Photosynthesis with Max Axiom, Super Scientist
The Two Stars Collision
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